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Fossil shark find commemorated 
near discovery site
“O what a whack of a black of a sleek sweet cheeky tail in its big blue den

Of water! There were no bears then!” from The Bearsden Shark by Edwin Morgan (2010)

330 million years in the making, and to become one of the best-known fossil sharks from

Scotland, the Bearsden Shark was found by fossil collector, preparator and dealer, Stan Wood

when he worked for the Hunterian at the University of Glasgow. 

In 1981, Stan Wood, then of BaljaAray, Bearsden, on the north-western outskirts of Glasgow,

was given some fossiliferous shales by local children. He recognised that these shales could

throw light on the early development of vertebrate terrestrialisation, as well as holding a

selection of beautifully preserved fossils. The fossils are so well preserved that not only are the

sharks’ last meals identi�able, but so are blood vessels and muscles in phosphatic

mineralisation. So began, with the participation of The Hunterian, a small-scale excavation on

the banks of the Manse Burn near Bearsden. By 1982, hundreds of fossil �sh, many new to

science, along with sharks and shrimps had been collected by Stan and his team. Amongst the

discoveries was the Bearsden Shark. Stan spent many months carefully preparing the 70 cm-

long shark from the encapsulating shales until the complete articulated shark was fully

exposed.

When it was �rst examined, it was thought to be a complete example of Cladodus or

Stethacanthus, but a later study by Mike Coates and Sandra Sequeira identi�ed it as a new

species, which they named Akmonistion. The name describes the strange, anvil-like structure

immediately behind its head (akmon is anvil and istion is sail in Greek).

In December 2015, after much work by a local community group intent on celebrating the

signi�cant discovery made on its doorstep, a plaque was unveiled near to where the shark was

found. The local ‘shark group’ accessed funding and help from a number of sources including

Tarmac, which operates the nearby Douglasmuir Quarry. Help was also provided by Scottish

Natural Heritage, East Dunbartonshire Council and Ranger Service and the Hunterian

Museum. The plaque is on top of a small cairn by a bridge with railings that have the name

Bearsden Shark bent into the baluster.

– Neil Clark, Curator of Palaeontology, Hunterian Museum

Unveiling the plaque to the Bearsden

Shark. From left, Amanda Stewart and Nan

Lawless (shark group), Dr Neil Clark

(Curator of Palaeontology at The

Hunterian), Andrew Kent (designer from

Bedrock Design Glasgow), Neil Buchanan

(shark group), Stephen Cowan (Tarmac),

Debbie Macrae (shark group) and East

Dunbartonshire Provost Una Walker.

Missing from the photo was East

Dunbartonshire and Mugdock Country

Park Ranger Alan McBride, also a shark

group member. 
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Akmonistion, the Bearsden

Shark, with its unusual structure

rising up from behind its head.
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